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ABSTRACT

The power spectral density of the output symbol sequence of a convolu-

tional encoder is computed for two different input symbol stream source

models, namely, an NRZ signaling format and a first order Markov source.

In the former, the two signaling states of the binary waveforrr. are not neces-

sarily assumed to occur with equal probability. The effects of alternate

symbol inversion on this spectrum are also considered. The mathematical

results are illustrated with inany examples corresponding to optimal perform-

ance codes. It is demonstrated that only for the case of a purely random input

source (e.g. , NRZ data with equiprobable symbols), and a particular class of

codes, is the output spectrum identical to the input spectrum except for a 4

frequency scaling (expansion) by the reciprocal of the code rate. In all other

cases, the output spectrum is sufficiently changed relative to the input spec-

trum that the commonly quoted statement "a convolutional encoder produces a

bandwidth exrr,ansion by a factor equal to the reciprocal of the code rate" must
'a

be exercised with care.
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I.	Introduction

While much attention has been paid toward constructing convolutional

codes that achieve optimum error probability performance, very little attention,

if any, has been paid toward examining the spectral properties of the <:°orre-

sponding encoder outputs. Perhaps the reason for this is that for most of the	Y

optimum performance codes found thus far, the output encoder spectrum,
J

corresponding to a random NRZ input, is merely a frequency scaled version,
of the input (sin x/x) 2 

spectrum. Mated another way, a purely random input

gives a purely random output with a bandwidth expansion equal to the reciprocal

of the code rate.

In this report, we first examine the conditions (class of codes) for which

the above is not a true statement. Indeed, it is shown that some of the optimum

performance codes fall into this category. In these instances, the bandwidth

expansion produced by the encoder can be considerably less than the reciprocal

of the code rate. A discussion of the implications of this statement will be

given in Section VII titled "Observations and Conclusions.

Following the above considerations, we determine the spectral character-

istics of the convolutional encoder output when the input is not a purely random
r

NRZ source. First, we generalize to the case where the input still has an NRZ i
format; however, the two signaling states of the binary waveform are not

assumed to occur with equal probability., i. e. , a so-called unbalanced NRZ:

source. Since an unbalanced NRZ source has a symbol transition density wi_Ich

is less than 1/2, we next generalize to a first-order Markov input which allows

•	symbol transition densities anywhere between 0 and 1. Finally, the effects of

alternate symbol inversion on encoder output spectrum are considered.

I"



We begin the report by noting that the symbol sequence at the output of a

.

	

	convolutional encoder is a cyclostationary process (Ref. 1) with period equal to

the number of output interleaving taps. After defining the general model of a

convolutional encoder, we then give a general expression for the spectrum of a

cyclostationary process and show how it is applied to the convolutional encoder

output sequence. From this point on, the report focuses on all of the special	
H

cases brought out in the above discussion.

II.	Convolutional Encoder Model

Consider a convolutional encoder with constraint length K and rate b/n,

as shown in Fig. 1. In the mth information interval, b information symbols

amb +j; 3 = 0 + 1, 2, ... , b-1 enter the encoder and n channel symbols Xmn+p;

p = 1, 2,. . . , n exit the encoder. The structure of such a convolutional encoder

can also be defined by a generator (connection) matrix, namely

9 1.1 91,2 .	, g 1, Kb

92,1 92,2	92, Kb

G_

gnu 1 gn, 2	, gn, Kb
i

where g. j is either one or zero depending, respectively, on whether the ith

modulo summer is connected to the jth shift register stage. For mathematical

convenience, we shall assume that both the input symbols la mb +j } and the out-

put symbols {Xmn-ip} take on values plus and minus one. This allows modulo 2

a

s	
t	

3
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IF-1

Figure 1. A general constraint length K, rate b,/n convolutional code

summation operations to be replaced by algebraic products. Thus, the encoder

of Fig. 1 has the input-output relation

Kb

X	fj	gp ^ i
mn+p	m+l)b-i1L	J

Clearly the output sequence {X *p} is cyclostationary with period n.

I,}



III.	Spectrum_ of a Cyclostationary Pulse Stream

k

By definition (Ref,	1), a sequence is cyclostationary with period n, if for

any p and X

E {Xmn +p}	F {Xp } (2)

and

E {Xmn+p Xmn+p +a } = E {XpXP+A}
	m = of fl, t2 1 ..... (3)

If, from the sequence = Xi j , we form a synchronous data pulse stream 

m 	=	Xi p(t-iT) (4)

i=-00

where p(t) is the elementary signal (pulse shape), then the continuous component

of the power spectral density of m(t)	can be expressed in the form

(Appendix A)

Sc(£) = Sp(f) SX ( f ) (5)

where Sp(f) is a pulse shape factor defined by

Sp(f) = T
(P(f)12 (6)

I
4

with PM the Fourier transform of p(t) and

n

M
SX(f)
	n 11

cov (Xp, Xp +^) e -J 27rafT (7)

p=1	X=-00

_
f:=

5



In (7), cov (Xp, Xp+A) is the covariance function of the sequence {Xi} defined

by

cov (Xp , Xp+^) _ (Xp - Xp) (Xp+A - Xp+J^ ) (8)'

and the overbar denotes expectation.

Letting

J^ = n g + q-p ;	q = 1, 2, .... , n (9)

then we can rewrite equation (7) as

n	n

SX (f) = n	 cov (X	Xn^+) e-j27r(ni+q-p)fT (10)
p +	q

p=1	q=1	i=-oo

Eq. (10) will be more useful later, since it shows that X	is the symbol
p

generated from the p th interleaving tap output and Xn^+q is the symbol

generated from the q th interleaving tap output.

From (2) and (3) we note that

cov (Xp) XnP+q ) - cov 
(Xp -nR ' Xq) (11)

Thus, using (11), we can rewrite (10T in the more compact form

211100

k	 SX(f)	
n !.^ E	

e2 cov (XpXn2+q cos [2ir(nf +q -p)

x

fT]

p=1-1q-1	i=0

(12)

-^ 63

}
Y



where c, is the Neumann factor defined by

1Q- 0

(13)
2	otherwise

We shall define the "memory" of the cyclostationary process as the smallest

integer P", such that cov (Xp Xnf+q )  0 for Q >V1.

If Ix.} is not zero mean, then in addition to the continuous power spec-

trum of ( 5), it will also have a discrete spectral component Sd(f), which is

given (Appendix A) as

00
2

n 2zr^,

r	 nSa(f) = 1 2 
E p( T) Fa 

Xi
(nT) k

^_^	i=1	

e

n	
J.
27rmk

X



Xm e n 
b ^f _ riT)	 (14)

m=1

'	 which after some simplification can be reduced to

2

	

00 2n
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IV. Encoder Output Spectrum for Independent Binary Symbol Input

Consider the input to the encoder of Fig. 1 to be a sequence of independent

binary symbols {ai I that take on values :1:1 with probabilities

Pr {a
J
 = -1} = 1 - Pr {a

J
 = 11 = p'^	 (16aY

and average symbol value

E {aj} = 1 - 2p'^ = a	 (16b)

The transition probability which characterizes this sequence is then

p t = 2p:;. (1 _ p>;:)	 (17)

Letting m = 0 in (1) with no lass in generality, then since for independent

random variables, the expectation of their product equals the product of their

expectations, we have

_ cr	 a

X 
	( a) p - ( 1	Zp ") p 3	p = 1 , Z,	.	. , n	 (18)

whe re

Kb

ap d	
gp, i	 (19)

i=1

k

r

8



i.e., the algebraic sum of the number of +1's in the pth rove of G. Furthermore,

it can be shown that

a +a -2a W 	+a
i(a) p q	pq	- (a) p q;	0	K - 1

cov CXp, Xn2+q) _ (a) q p	qp	() q p;	- (K-1) < < 0

0 ;	otherwise

(20)

where

(K-£)b

Q

Rpq (P) `.^ gp, i g q, i+,fib	 (21)
i=1

i. e., the cross correlation of the P- th row"" 	G with the'gth row shifted by Pb

elements. Finally, substituting (18) and (20) into (12) and (15) gives the desired

results for the continuous and discrete components of the encoder output

spectrum, namely

n, n K-1
[ a +a - 2 p (.)	a .Fa l	

ASX(fj = n r r	e^ I (a) p q pq 	(a) p q
Jp

p=l qq=l ^=0	L	 € '
i

X cos [27r (n,2 + q - p) fT]

S	
sin7rfT 2	

8C(f)	
T	

S\ 7rf T ,	X(f)	 (22) )

=The cross correlation iserformed only on thp	 y	e parts cf the nth and shifted	.^,.
qth rows whose elements overlap.

MASON



°°	sin Irk 
2n	a	 2

Sd(f) 2k	(a) m cos ^2^rn k)

n k=_	n	m=1

n	 2

+ E_(a)
a

'Y' sin r nn )	c5 f f - M
m=1

(23)

In (22) and (23), we have also assumed that p(t) is a unit rectangular pulse so

that the shape factor of (6)- is given by

S (f) = T (sin7rfT 
2	

(24)
p\ 7rf T )

Note that the results in (22) and (23) are functions of only: (1) the a priori

symbol probability p' through a of (16)] and (2) the sums and cross correla-

tions of the rows of the generator matrix G through (19) and (21)3,'-

Several interesting points can be deduced from (22). First, note from

(19) and (21) that for p = q and f = 0, the exponent a  + ce q - 2#pqQ) 0

independent of the code'. Thus, for these terms

(a)OP
	2/3 (Q)

l 25s qpq ( )

for all a (including zero). It is also possible that the above exponent can be

zero for other combinations of p, q, and	To see the class of codes for

10
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which this can be true, we first rewrite the exponent in a different form.

From (19) and (21)

I
Kb	 (K-8)b

	

a + a - 20 U) _	(g	+ g ) - 2	g	g
^	 P	q	P^	p, l_	q r^	 p^ i q, i+2b

i=1i=1

	Kb	2b	 )

gp, i 
+E q  i

i=(K-I)b+1	i=1

(K-i)b

	

L `
+	

C gp ^ i + g q, i +gib - 2gp, gq, i+Qb,

	

Kb	 .2b	 .

	

_t
gp, i ^ g q, i

i = (K-i)b+l	i=l

(K-f) b	 2

+	[9p, - gq, i+.2b]

i=1
(26)

The latter equality in (26) makes use of the fact that the elements of G are all

either zero or one, i. e., if x and y can only take on values zero and one, then

2
x+y-2xy (x-y)

}	 -	Each of the three summations in (26) is non-negative. Thus, in order for
i

(26) to equal zero, each of these summations must itself be zero. Moreover,

since the elements in each of the sums are non-negative, then the sum can be

zero only if each element in each sum is zero. Thus, in conclusion, the

..:	 11
irk



exponent ap + aq 
2apqQ) can be zero only for those values of p, q, and f for

which (see Fig. 2)

gp+ i 
0 ;	i (K 4) b + 1, (K 4) b + 2 0	. , Kb

gq, i = 0
i = 1, 2,

gp, i - q, i+fib ,	x - 1 , 2,	. . , (K -9) b

(27)

This defines a class of convolutional codes whose significance will shortly

become apparent. In the meantime it is sufficient to remarkthat if the code is

such that (27) can be satisfied for any values of p, q, and i (other than p q

and 1 = 0), then (25) is satisfied for all a (again including zero). s

qth ROW OF G: 1b (K I)b

0p• • • • • 0i1010 • • • • • • • •1

T

Y

5

• • • •• • •

1

i y

pth ROW OF 9:
a

110
10• • • • ••100•• • r• 0 i

J \ i^^r

a

Figure 2. An Illustration of the Code Constraints of Equation (27)

^ 12
i'^



Returning to (22), we further note that independent of the code, the
a +a

exponent a  +aq is never equal to zero. Thus, the term (a) p q will be

equal to one only when a is equal to one and will vanish when a is equal to

zero (i. e. , p" = 1 /2). This last statement is crucial to the results which

now follow.

A.	The Case of a Purely Random Data Input (a 0, p = 1/2)

Cons.:der the special case of a random NRZ encoder input for which

p^ = 1/2 and correspondingly, from (16),--a_= 0. If the code is such that (27) is

not satisfied for any combination of p, q, and f (other than p = q and f = 0), then

from the previous discussion, the only nonzero terms in (22) will be the n terms

corresponding to p = q and f = 0 for which (25) applies. Thus, making use of

(25) in (22) gives the simple result

SX(f) = 1
	

(28)

or

Is n f Tin	2
SC M = T ( 7rfT	 (29)

Furthermore, the discrete spectrum Sd(f) of (23) vanishes. Thus, we reach

the first important conclusion, namely, that for all codes which do not satisfy

(27), a random NRZ data input results in a random NRZ data output scaled

(expanded)i in frequency by the reciprocal of the code rate, i. e. , n/b. We

define this class of codes as "uncorrelated convolutional codes.
4

"Note, all rate 1/2, noncatastrophic convolutional codes are uncorrelated
codes.

13
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If, on the other hand, the code is such that (27) can be satisfied for at

least one combination of p, q, f (other than p = q and f = 0), then SX (f) of (22)

will be frequency dependent and the encoder output spectrum will not be merely

a frequency scaled version of the input. In fact, letting ; p, q, Q } denote the

set of combinations of p, q, k (other than p = q and f 0) for which (27) can be

satisfied, then (22) simplifies to

SX(f) 1 + n L^ E Fa E^ cos [27r (me + q - p) fT^	(30)
{p, q, }	

_

Note that the discrete spectrum Sd (f) of (23) still vanishes, since `am^0;

rn = 1, 2, . , , n; (i.e., independent of the code, the output symbol sequence

cannot have a discrete spectrum for a purely random input).

We may now state the second important conclusion. Defining the class of

codes which satisfy (27) (for at least one combination of p, q, f other than p = q

and $ = 0) as "correlated convolutional codes, " then we observe that for such

codes the enc oder output spectrum will differ (in form) from the input spectrum.

At this point, it is instructive to give an example of a ''correlated con-

volutional code" and calculate its output spectrum for a random NRZ input.

Clearly, from Fig. 2, any code whose generator matrix is such that two or

more rows are identical satisfies (27) with .e = 0 and is thus a correlated con-

volutional code. In a recent paper by Larsen (Ref. 2), short constraint length

(up to and including K = 14) noncatastrophic codes with maximal free distance

for rates 1 /2, 1 /3, and 1 /4 were investigated and tabulated. Indeed, for rate
i,

1 /3 (n 3), the tabulation includes only one correlated convolutional code

which occurs for K = 3 (b = 1) and has the generator matrix

a

101 i

.a

	

G _ 1 1 1 (31)

1
11 :,

t

." 14

r

X



This code was first found by Odenwalder (Ref. 3). Since rows two and three of

G are identical, we must evaluate (30) for the two combinations p = 2, q = 3,

0, and p = 3, q = 3, Q 0. Doing so results in the simple result

SX(f) = 1 f 
3 cos 27rfT	 (32)

Multiplying SX(f) of (32) by Sp(f) of (24) gives the encoder output spectrum

Sc (f) which is plotted in Fig. 3.

For rate 1 /4 (n = 4), the tabulation in Ref. 2 reveals three correlated

convolutional codes corresponding to constraint lengths K = 3, 4, and 7. For

the K =3 code, for example, the free distance is ten (this is the maximum

achievable), and the generator matrix is given by

1 0 1

1	1	1
G	

(33)

1	1	1

1	1	1

which is identical to (31) except for the addition of another identical row. Thus,

following the same procedure as above, we find that

SX(f) = 1 +. 2 C2 cos 27rfT + cos 47rfTJ	 (34)

which together with (24) gives the output encoder spectrum illustrated in

r.	 Fig. 4.r

I;
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Another very interesting result may be gleaned from the simple examples

r`-

	

	just presented. Since codes whose generator matrix have at least two identical

rows are a subclass of correlated convolutional codes for which 2 = 0, then for

these codes (30) furtheL simplifies to

SX(f) = 1 +E cos [27r (q p) fT1	 (35)

{p• Q	 ~

where the set {p, Q now represents all pairs of integers corresponding to pairs

of identical rows in G. Since (34) only depends on the difference q-p, and small

values of q-p correspond, to less oscillatory behavior of SX(f), then it is clearly

desirable from a spectral concentration standpoint to have the identical rows

packed close together. For example, if the bottom row of G in (31) is moved to

the top, then p q = 2 and the spectrum S X(f) becomes

SX(f) = 1 + 2 cos 4rrfT	 (36)

which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
r

The important point to realize from the above is that permuting the rows

of the generator matrix of a convolutional code can be used to change the encoder

output spectrum without any effect on the bit error probability performance of

the code. Further examples and extensions of this statement will be given

along with the results that follow.
3

B. ' The Case of an Unbalanced NRZ Inputt (a 0 1 P16 1 /2)

We now investigate, by example, the effect of unbalance in the probability

distribution of the input on the encoder output spectrum. Consider first the

a

_	 18
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simple case of the optimum rate 1 /2, constraint length 3 code whose generator

matrix is given by

1 0 1

G = (37)
111

For this code a 1 = 2, a2 = 3 and the nets of exponents a  + a q and a  +aq

20pq(2); Q = 0, 1, 2; p, q = 1, 2 is tabulated below:

.:

IF

2	p	q	29 + q- p	ap + aq	ap + a
q	

2P pqM

011040

01.2151

021-151

022060

111244

112353

121153

122262

211442

212553

221353

222464

(38)

Using the results of (38) in (22) gives the closed form result

5If) = 1 - 2 (a4 - ab ) + ^a +a3 - 2ii5) cos 27rfT

+ (a'2 - a6) cos 47rfT + 2 (a35/ . cos 61rfT

+ (a2 a6 ) cos 87rfT + ia3 = a5 ) cos 107rfT	 (39)

20f"
i `;



Since this code is an uncorrelated convolutional code, ( 30) should reduce to

SX (f) = 1 for a = 0 which indeed it does.
G

Figure 6 is an illustration of the continuous component of the encoder

output spectrum Sc (f) (obtained by multiplying S X(f) of (39) by Sp(f) of (24)^ for

various values of p = (1 - i)/2. We observe that the spectrum becomes more

and more concentrated as p, decreases. The continuous component of the input

spectrum, on the other hand, remains unaltered in shape as p >A' is varied. In

particular, for a unit power unbalanced NRZ input, the power spectral density

is given by (Ref. 4)

sin. ^rfT12) 2

S(f) = ( 1 - 2p') 2 6(f) + 4p"` ( 1 - p) Tb	n 7r 



(40)
b

(

where Tb is the input bit time.

The discrete component of the output spectrum Sd (f) is easily found from

(23) to be

_	
Sd(f) = Ia 3 - a2^2	 ^7rk}2 a (f - 2T}	 (41)

3

k=1, 3, 5...

As a second example, consider the optimum rate 1 /2, constraint length

7 code whose generator matrix is given by (Ref. 3, 5)

1 1 1 1 0 0 1
_

(42)

1 0 11 0 t:  f

F
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Since for this code al ='` 2 = 5, then because of this balance in the number of

ones in both rows of the matrix, we immediately see from (23) that the encoder

output will only contain a discrete spectrum at fi = 0, i. e. , Sa(£) _ (a) 5 d (f)

The continuous component of the output spectrum can once again be obtained

from (22) where SX(t) is now given by

SX(f) = l - a10 + (a + a6 - a 10 ) cos 27rfT + ( a4 + a6 - 2a1 0 ) cos 47rfT

+ 2 (a4 - al°) cos 67r£T + 2 (a6 - a10 ) [cos 81rfT + cos 147rfT]

(a4 +8 
2a 10 ) cos' 107rfT + ( a4 + j6 2x 10) cos 127rfT

2 (.a8 - a 10) rcos 167rfT + cos 207rfT + 2 cos 227rfT
L

+ cos 24rfT + 2 cos 267rfT + ( a6 +,a8 - Zal O) cos 187rfT'

(43)

Figure 7 is an illustration of the corresponding continuous spectrum S c (f) for

several values of p'° _ (1 - a)/2. As before, we observe that the output encoder

spectrum narrows as pXI is 'decreased.

An interesting thing now happens if, for example, we reverse the direction

of the sampler _ ( commutator) at the output of the encoder. This is equivalent to

interchanging the two rows in the G matrix of (42). Since the two rows still

contain the identical number of ones, i. e. , a1 = a2 = 5, then the discrete

t

*For any code with al a2 =	am ^ a, Eq. (23) will simplify to
Sd(f)	(a)	(f).

1.-^. 25
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spectral component of the encoder output is unchanged. However, the continuous

component of the encoder output spectrum is not characterized by (43) but	A
rather by

!	1	 S (f} 1 - 5 10 + 
(al- + a4 - 2a1 0 ) cos 2,rfT

+ (a4 + ii6 - 2a 10 ) [cos 4afT + cos 107TfT + cos 127, fT^

+ (E' + a8 - 21 1 0) cos 67tfT + cos 227rfT,

.(j6 - a10 ) cos 87rfT + 2 cos 187rfT

+ (a4 + a8 - 2a 10 ) cos 147rfT

+ 2 ^a8 - a 10 ) cos 167rfT + cos 20itfT

+ cos 247rfT + 2 cos 267rfT^

(44)

The corresponding continuous spectrum component S c (f) is illustrated in Fig. 8	±

for the same value s of p;< as in Fig„ 7. Comparing; these two figures, it is

difficult to draw any decisive conclusions regarding their relative spectral

width other than to note that the two spectra are : quite different,

v	 We conclude this section by noting that reversing the sampler for the
r

.rate 1 /2, constraint length 3 code characterized by G of (37) would not alter the

spectrum. The reason for this conclusion is that the two rows of G have even

symmetry about their midpoint (i.e.. the elements in column 2). This is not

true for the generator matrix of (42) and it is indeed this lack of even symmetry

which makes the encoder output spectrum dependent on the sampler direction.

29
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V.	Encoder Output Spectrum for First Order Markov Input

For the first order Markov case, we first transform the information bit

sequence jai } into a transition sequence ft;}, where t 	a  aj-l ; j = 1, ?-I***

The sequence It is a stationary sequence of independent random variables

with

Pr Its _ -1 } = 1 - Pr { t3 = 1} pt

EIt^}=1-2pt^t

(45)

where pt is the transition density. For any f and n ? 1 we have

n
aQ- n = of I I t2 - i+l

i=1

n

of+n = a  H le+i
i=1

Recalling from (1) that for m 0,

(46 a)

(46b)

Kb r

X 
P - H (ab-i)gp,1	 (47)

u
i=1

then, substituting (46a) with f = b - 1 into (47) results after simplification in

Kb-1

Xp _ (ab-11	H 1tb-	 (48)
i'1

33
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V	where

1C b

a	-=gp^i (49)
Ps J

Note that app 1 = aP of (19).Since the elements of the sequences {aJ } and Itj}

can only take on values tl, then the algebraic sum of ( 49) can be replaced by

a modulo 2 sum. Defining

Kb

hP+ i	gP• J
(50)

J°i

then (48) can be equivalently written as i

Kb-1

X	_	a	hp, 1	/t	jhp, +1
P	b-1)

)

(51)\ b-il
i=1

where E denotes modulo 2 summation.	Note that (50) defines a "modified

generator matrix" H with (0, 1) elements which is uniquely related to the connec-

tion matrix G.	In fact, each element in H is merely the modulo 2 sum of the

corresponding element in G with those in the remainder of that row.	Using

(46b) we can similarly write

h	ib	h	Kb-1`	
q, 1 q, 1- xni+q - ^ab- 1 ^	H ^tb-1+j, '	H	t(Q+1)b-i

K

52Q
)

j=1 i =l

34
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To evaluate the encoder output spectrum factor S X(f) of (12), we require

the covariance of X  of (51) and Xnf+q of (52), -To compute this covariance we

first define

Kb

Pp 
A 
E hp, i	 (53)
i=2

Then, from (51),

Xp = (1 hP^ 1) (t)pp
	

(54)

and

x XnB+q _ C1 - .(hpp 1	11q* 1)] t) p, q(^)	 (55)

where for 1 S f S K-1

Qb+l	 Kb
r'	 yps q(f)	Chq^ 1 Q hq ^ i ) +	(h	Q hq, i+1	p, i- fb+1)

i =2	 i=fb+2

Kb

hps i

e" ( 5 6)

The result in (56) can be simplified by noting that for x and y both (0, 1)

variables,

x O Y= x+ y 2xy	 (57)

L 35
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Thus

— ¢gy p + pq2 4ps q(2) ,11 < K	1 (58)Tp, qW

where

(K-i)b ,fib

(F) =	h	hhi+;fib _ 2 2+ Eb - 2 E 
h	 (59)

l	 ip, q	 psi.	q,	q, q,
i=2 i=l

The relation in (58) _ 	also be shown to hold for Q = 0 and^ >_ K in which case

Kb

hp, i hq, i '	
B - 0

i=2

4 pgO - (60)

(Ag	eb	hg., l '	> K a

Thus, using (54), (55), (57) and (58) and recognizing . analogous symmetry

properties for 2 < 0 as used in obtaining (20), the desired covariance is given by

^l - h	- h
p,1q,1

P+ P(Q)
+2h	h	

J 
(t) p	g	p+g

p,1q,1

_(1.. hp,	) Pp

Pq
R>0

g

 1

cov (Xp Xni+q)

r l- h	- h
`	 p,1	q,1 + 2h	h	J_(t) g	P	_ g, p

p,1	q,1J

+

- (1 - hp, 1) (t)P
q	

pp	2 < 0

{61)



Note the similarity in form between (20) and (61). The prinicpal difference

between the two is that (20) corresponds to a cyclostationary process with

memory equal to K•1 whereas the memory of the process characterized by

(61) is infinite.

.Finally, substituting (61) into ( 12) and performing considerable simplifi-

cation gives the desired result, analogous to (22), namely,

n n	 K-1

S 
(f)1L.^	

1 -h	-h	+2h	h }X	n	 p, 1	q, 1	py 1 q, l	P
p=l q=1	 k=0

X (t) p	q	 /1 _ h(t) .p	q
tt
	

q,1
	 ,

a

Xcos 12Tr (ni + q-- p) fT1	 ~

t,

n n

+ nr r

	

	
p +p + Kb

L L/ h 1 hq	 , 1 (^) p q
r=l q=1 p'	 (,

i^

cos [2Tr (nK + q - p) f'T] - lb cos t27r (n (K-1) + q - p) fT]
X

1 - 2 
tb 

cos 21rnfT + 12b

sin 7r f T 
sc(f): 7rfT ! SX(f) ( 6 2)

x ^

.,
3

7



The discrete spectrum Sd,(f) at the encoder output is obtained by

substituting Xp of (54) into (15). Thus

2 2

00
	sin Ilk	n	

_	
/

Sd(f) _ 2 1.E	irk 	- hrn, l) tpn' cos (^ Tr k^
n k=- 00 n	m=1	 \

n 2

	̂ 1 - hm, 1} !Pm sin (2 .n kl
	6(l  - nT

m=1

(63)

Note that a discrete spectrums can potentially exist at the encoder output despite

the fact that the encoder input has only a continuous spectrum. In fact, for a

first order Markov source as the encoder input, its spectrum is given by

(Appendix A)

5 f =	1- 
t2	

T	
..sin 7rfTb 

2

(j	1 + t2 - 2Tcos 27rfTb b	7rfTb	 (64)

where "Tb is again the input bit time (see Fig. 9). Note that if the code is

transparent, i. e. , each row of G has an odd number of ones, then from (50)

hp,	
1	p	1, 2 9 .	. . , n	 (65)

which when substituted in (63) results in Sd (f) = 0.
$7
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As an example of the application of (62), consider the rate 1/2 constraint

length 3 convolutional code described by the generator matrix of (37). The

modified generator matrix H as defined by (50) is then

0 1 1
H =	 (66)

1 0 1

The corresponding continuous component of the encoder output spectrum may be

obtained from the following closed form solution for. SX (f), namely

SX(f)=1 -2t4	 i

t3  (1 + t - t2 ) + t2 (1 +i3 - t4) cos 47tfT +T
2
 (1 _ t - t2 + t3 ) cos 87rfT

1 2t cos 47TfT +

(67)

Fig. 10 is an illustration of Sc(f) using 1% 67)] for several values of transition

density pt = (1 - t) /2. Note the unorthodox behavior of this spectrum in

accordance with the similar behavior of that corresponding to the encoder input

bit stream (Fig. 9).

VI. Encoder Output Spectrum in the Presence of Alternate Symbol Inversion

Alternate symbol inversion (Ref. 5) is a technique in which alternate

symbols of the encoder output are inverted to provide the sufficient richness of

bsymbol transitions necessary for adequate symbol synchronizer performance.	
1

s



 Ir this section, we examine the effects of such a nonlinear operation on the	 e

power spectrum of the convolutional encoder output,

44,
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K

If the number of interleaving tap outputs is an even number, we can

simply put inverters at alternate interleaving taps ' , in which case the general.

equation (12) for SX(f) should be modified to read

nn00

S X(f) 1E	( 1)p+q ^EQ cov (Xp, XnR+q) cos [27r (n$ + q - p) fT]

	

p=l q=1J=0

(68)

Similarly, for computation of the discrete component of the encoder output

spectrum, Sd (f) of (15) remains valid with,however, X p of (18) and (54),

respectively, modified as follows:

_a

X  = (-1)p a p	 (69)

and

X _ (- 1 ) p (1 - h tpp (70)

If the number of interleaving tap outputs is an odd number, we cannot put

fixed inverters on alternating tap outputs. Instead, we can look at the alternate

symbol inverted output as having been obtained by adding (modulo 2) an external

alternating binary sequence of ones and zeros to the encoder (0, 1) output

sequence. An equivalent procedure, which is more convenient for computation

of the power spectrum is described as follows. Given a constraint length K,

rate b/n convolutional code with n odd and generator matrix coefficients

{gpo ij ;	p = 1, 2, ... , n, i = 1, 2, o , . , Kb, we can, without any loss in

'Without any loss of generality, we assume that the first symbol inverter
appears on the first tap output.
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=-,
optimality or any change in transmission rate, construct an equivalent code with

constraint length K and rate 2b/2n whose 2n x 2Kb generator matrix has

coefficients {g"I j } given by
ps

p=b+1, b+2,	„ (K+l)b
g p _ b. j ,

gp, j	
p = 1, 2,	. , Kb

gp. n ;j = n + 1, n + 2,	. , 2n

0 ;	elsewhere

(71)

i	Fig. 11 is an illustration of this procedure for b = 1, K = 3.	Now,..	the_since
(a

number of output taps (2n) is even, we can once again use fixed alternating

symbol inverters on these taps and the general results of (68), (69), and (70)

apply with n replaced by 2n, b replaced by 2b, gp, i replaced by g^p , i , and

using (50) h	replaced by h=
p , i p,i

Before presenting a specific example, we can once again make some

general statements for the various input source models previously considered.

When the input is a purely random sequence, then as before the only terms

which contribute to the summations in (68) are those for which p = q and R = 0.

Since for these terms (-1) p+q = 1 1 then (68) reduces to (12) which for this

special

	g

(28 )4 - case	Ives the result in	,	.Thus	for the class of uncorrelated

i	convolutional codes, alternate symbol inversion has no effect on the encoder

output spectrum.	This is intuitively pleasing ,since one would expect that adding

t	 an alternating sequence to a purely random sequence (the encoder output before .I

alternate symbol inversion) should produce again a random sequence.

r
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Figure l la. An Optimum Convolutional Encoder with b = 1, n = 3, and K 3

Figure llb. An Equivalent Encoder with b = 2, n = 6, and K-= 3
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new significant discrete spectral harmonics.
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For correlated convolutional codes alternate symbol inversion will, in

general, have a spreading effect on the output spectrum. If, however, we again

consider the subclass whose generator matrix has at least two identical rows,

and if the identical rows are spaced such that p+q is always even, then alternate

syia-ibol inversion will not affect the encoder output spectrum.

To demonstrat#': the spectrum f,;preading effect of alternate symbol

inversion, consider the rate 1/4 code described by the generator matrix in

(33). When alternate symbol inversion is employed and the input is a random

NRZ sequence, (34) is iiiodified to

S (f) = 1 + 1 [-2 cos 27rf'T' + cos 47rfT]	 (72)

and the corresponding output spectrum is illustrated in Figure 12. This figure

should be compared to Figure 4 which characterizes the same encoder output

without alternate symbol inversion.

Another illustration of the effect appears in Figures 13a and 13b where

the optimuni K 7 rate 1 /Z code is employed with an unbalanced NRZ input

having p' = 0 2. Figure 13a is essentially a duplication of Figure 7b with,

however, the discrete component of the output spectrum superimposed. Simi-

larly, Figure 13b has the discrete spectrum superimposed. Notice how alter-

nate symbol inversion not only spreads the spectrum but also creates many



:ode Generator Matrix

1 0 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
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fT

Figure 12. Spectrum for Best Rate 1/4, Constraint Le
Convolutional Code; (Alternate Symbol Inversion)
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Figure 13a. Qutput Spectrum of the Code With
Unbalanced NRZ Input;
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Code Generator Matrix
(WITH INVERTER RT FIRST OUTPUT TRP)

1 0 11 0 11
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fT

Figure 13b. Output Spectrum of the Code with Unbalanced NRZ Input;
(Alternate Symbol Inversion)
P* = 0.2; Sc	= 0.985; S 

= 0. 002
max	 max
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VII. Experimental Results

To support the analytical results derived in this report, an optimum

constraint length 3, rate 1/4 convolutional encoder was implemented, and its

output spectrum was observed on a spectrum analyzer in response to a PN

sequence at its input. Analytical results contained in this report [see (33) and

(34)'] have shown that this code belongs to the class of correlated convolutional

codes and thus one would expect an output spectrum which differed from a fre-

quency scaled version of the input spectrum [see Figure 41. Indeed this result

is confirmed by the experimental results illustrated in Figure 14 (logarithmic

scale) and Figure 15 (linear scale). Unlike a rate 1/4 uncorrelated convolu-

tional code whose 3 dB bandwidth of the output spectrum is four times the 3 dB

bandwidth of its input, the 3 dB bandwidth of the output spectrum of this best

	

.	constraint length 3, rate 1/4 code is less than one and one-half times the 3 dB

bandwidth of its input.

VIII. Observations and Conclusions

We have observed that there exists a class of convolutional codes

(designated correlated convolutional codes) which have the property that a

purely random input results in an encoder output sequence with correlated

symbols. When the power spectrum of the waveform produced by this cor-

related output sequence is computed, it is observed that its effective band-	
n

width is narrower than that produced by an uncorrelated (purely random)

	

r

 sequence. An equivalent statement is that the power spectrum of the output

waveform corresponding to the entire (doubly infinite) sequence is narrower	 a

than that for the individual pulse, the latter being identical to the power

spectrum of an equivalent pulse stream with uncorrelated symbols.
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frequency

a. Input Spectrum

(PN Sequence)

b. Output Spectrum of rate

1/4 Uncorrelated Convolutional

Code

frequency

c. Code Output Spectrum d. Comparison between Fi q . 14b
and Fig. 14c

Figure 14. Experimental Measurement of Input and Output Spectra for Best
Rate 1/4, Constraint length 3, Convolutional Code (Logarithmic Sc,-le)
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frequency

c. Code Output Spectrum

frequency

d. Comparison between Fig. 15b

and Fig. 15c

I

frequency

a. Input Spectrum

(PN Sequence)

trequency

b. Output Spectrum of rate

1/4 Uncorrelated Convolutional

Code

Figure 15. Experimental Measurement of Input and Output Spectra for Best
Rate 1/4, Constraint length 3, Convolutional Code (Linear Scale)
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Based upon the above, one might hasten to conclude that to achieve a

given error probability performance, it might be possible to go to a short

constraint length, high rate code (less complexity) without having to pay the

bandwidth expansion penalty ordinarily associated with this choice. Unfor-

tunately, this is not the case. The reason is that the transmit filter and

channel bandwidths are determined by' the need to pass an individual pulse with

minimum distortion; this is necessary for adequate symbol sync performance

in the receiver prior to decoding. Indeed, the bandwidth of the power spectrum

corresponding to an individual output 'symbol 'pulse expands directly as the

reciprocal of the code rate. Thus, the correlation of the output symbols is not

effective in reducing the channel bandwidth requirements. However, portions

of the receiver, e.g., the carrier tracking loop, whose performance depends

on the bandwidth occupancy of the entire modulation (as opposed to that of an

ff;	 individual pulse) can be aided by employing correlated convolutional codes.

For example, if the transmission is suppressed carrier and the carrier recon-

struction loop is a Costas loop, then a reduction in the bandwidth of the modula-

tion enables one to design narrower arm filters thereby improving the loop's

squaring loss (tracking threshold) performance. An example of this point is

illustrated by the results of Figure 16where a Costas loop with single pole RC

arm filters has been assumed. The corresponding analysis which generated the

curves in this figure is contained in Appendix B.

Before leaving this subject, we remind the reader that if alternate

symbol inversion is employed to improve the encoder- output symbol transition

density, then this acts in such a way as to once again expand bandwidth and the

above spectral advantage associated with correlated convolutional codes tends

to disappear.
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Figure 16. Squaring Loss versus the Ratio of 3 dB Cutoff Frequency to Data
(Symbol) Rate: Detection Symbol Signal-to-Noise Ratio ST/N0 = -4 dB
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APPENDIX A

_W

THE COMPUTATION OF POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

FOR SYNCHRONOUS DATA PULSE STREAMS

Introduction

Many techniques appear in the literature and some textbooks for the

computation of the power spectral density of a synchronous data pulse stream

where the underlying data sequence which generates the pulse stream has

known statistical properties. In all cases found by the author thus far, the

sequence is assumed to be either wide sense stationary (WSS) with known auto-

correlation function or more generally an N-ary Markov source with known

(fixed) stationary and transition probabilities. A special case of the latter is

a purely random source, i.e. , one that emits an elementary signal (pulse) in

a given signaling interval independent of those emitted in previous signaling

intervals. Such a source can be modeled as a degenerate case of an N-ary

Markov source whose NXN transition matrix (the matrix of transition

probabilities) has identical rows. When N = 2, and the two elementary signals

are the same, we get the familiar resultsfor antipodal binary signaling.

Occasionally, one finds situations where the generating data sequence is

not WSS but, however, is cyclostationary, i.e., its first two moments are

periodic. One such case occurs at the output of a convolutional encoder where

the period (in code symbols) is equal to the reciprocal of the code rate. Thus,

in order to characterize the spectral properties of the output of such an encoder,

one must develop an expression for the power spectral density of a synchronous

data stream whose generating sequence is cyclostationary. Such is the primary

purpose of this appendix. As a review and an introduction to the technique, we

{
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shall first present the derivation of the known result for the power spectral

density of a synchronous data stream generated by a binary WSS sequence.

Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data Stream Generated by a Binary,

Zero Mean, WSS Sequence

Consider the binary (tl) zero mean, WSS sequence an for which it is

known that

a =0n

anam=R(m-n)

(A-1)

and the overbar denotes statistical expectation. From this sequence, we form

the synchronous dats pulse stream,

m(t) =

	

	an p (t - nT)	 (A-2)
n=-oo

where p (t) is the elementary signal (pulse shape) and is not necessarily

restricted to be tinge-limited to only a single signaling interval, i.e., the

x

	

	pulse train m (t) can contain overlapping pulses. Irrespective of the properties

of the generating sequence {a n}, the data stream m (t) is itself cyclostationary
p

	

	
since the expected value of the product m (t) m (t + T) is, in addition to being a

function of T, a periodic function of t. Thus, to compute the power spectral

density Sm(f) of m (t), we must first average

R (t;T)	m (t) m (t + T)	 (A-3)

T
y

..
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over t [the averaging is performed over the period of R (t ; T)] and then take

the Fourier transform of the result. Thus,

Sm(f) -4 	(t ; T) >}	 (A-4)

II

where' < > denotes time average and 6'denotes Fourier transform. Substituting

(A-2) into (A-3) and making use of (A-1) and the definition of Fourier transform,

we get''°

S m(f) f< 1:  1: R (m - n) p (t - nT) p (t + T mT) > e-j27rfTdT
T n m

(A-5)

Since

p 
(t) = fP(f)e j2Trft df	 (A-6)

—00where P (f) is the Fourier transform of p (t), then substituting (A-6) in (A-5}

give s

_ r	 - j2TrynTS m(f) - 
J 

f	R (m _ n) P(y) P' (z)e

y z n m

X ej2TrzmT <ej2Tr(y-z)t\ fe-j2Tr(f +z)7. dT dy dz
T

i

(A-7)

*Unless otherwise noted, all summations and integrals range from -.0 to o,.
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where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. Recalling that

f e -j2Trx 
T dT = b (x)

TJ

(A-8)

then (A-7) simplifies to

	

S m (f ) _' f 	R (m-n) P (Y) P (-f) e-j2TrynT e -j2TrfmT <e j27r(y+f)t^ dy

y n m

_	 - j27rf(m-n) T - j27r(y+f)nT
f EE 

R (m - n) P (Y) P (-f) e	 e
y n m

X /ej2Tr(Y+f)t> d
Y

^A -9)

Since R (t ; T) is periodic in t with period T, then

T
2	 sin 7r (y + f) T	 #1ej2	

T
7r(y+f)t ^	

f
1	e	

7(Y+f)T
j27r(y+f)t dt =	C	

(A-10)\ 
r"_T

2

Substituting (A-10) in (A-9) and letting 1' = m - n, gives

)	y	

t

n

	S 	 '2Trf2T	 sin 7r ( + f) T
M(f) -	R ^f) e	 1'-(Y) f'''` (-f)rjf

L../	 !	 7r (y + f T
f Y

XE e -j2Tr(y+f)nT d
Y	 (A-11) 4

n

r



Finally, from Poisson's sum formula, we have that	 d,

e -j2TrxnT _ T
	6 (x _ T )	(A-12)

n	 k

which when substituted in (A - 11) yields

SMM _	R (f) e - j2TrfRT T	P(-f + T) P-, (-f) siTrkk
k

(A-13)

Sinc e

sin Trk	
1	k=0

=	
(A-14)

Trk 0	otherwise

P (f)I 2 is an even function of f, we get the desired resultand I 

Sm(f) - Sp(f) Sa (f)	 (A-15)

a'

where

i

Sp (f)	m `P (f)I 2	 (A -16)

I	 i
1 f

is the power spectral density of the individual pulse p (t) and

a .	 00 *.

S 
(f) R ' ^f) e-j2 Tr f2T	 (A-17)a^

t

x
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_	 T

s

is the spectral density of the sequence, i.e., the discrete Fourier transform of

its correlation function. Note that if the data sequence is purely random, i. e. ,

1 m = n
anam --	 (A-18)

0 ;	otherwise

then equivalently from (A-1)

1	0
R (E) _	 (A-19)

0	otherwise

and from (A,-17),

Sa (f) ° l	 (A-20)

Hence,

S(f) = Sp(f)	
(A-21)

which is a commonly used result.

Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data Stream Generated by a Binary,

Zero Mean, Cyclostationary Sequence

Suppose now that we have a binary sequence la n I which has the properties

a =0
1	Y	 n

a 
n 

a m = 
R (n ; rn 

n)

(A-22)
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K

Furthermore,

R (n ; m - n) = R (n + kN ; m - n)	_ k = 4, fl, t2, ...	(A-23)

where N denotes the period of the correlation function R (n ,• m - n). Then,

following the steps leading up to (A-9), we see that the analogous result is now

A

S m(f) = J
	

R (n ^ m n) P(Y) P„ (-f) e -,^2Trf(m-n)T e-j2Tr(y+f)nT

Y n m

i

X <ej2Tr(y+f)t\ d
Y

(A-24)
a

Thus far, we have not made use of the cyclostationary property given in

(A-23), if now we use this property to evaluate the sung on n in (A-24), and

as before let 2 = m - n, then it can be easily shown that

:N

R (n	e- j2Tr(Y+f)nT =	R (n ;) e-j2,r(y+f)nT

n n=l

x r- e-j2Tt(Y+f)kNT

k'

i

(A-25)

or making use of (A,-12),

N
2'r(Y+f)nT =	R ( n .B) e

- j2^r(y+f)nTR (n 2) e-j 

n n=l

x NT Lj d (Y + f - NT)	(A-26)
is
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Substituting (A-26) in (A-24) and performing the integration on y gives

NN

Sm(f) - NT	 Fa R (n ; f) e -j27rnk/N e-j2nf2T

k fn=1

X P(-f + k ) P (_f) ^ej2irkt /NT^
NT

(A-27)

Since R (t ; T) is now periodic in t with period NT, then

NT
2 1	k=0

<
ej2nkt/NT	A 1	 ej2lrkt/NT dt =

N T	
sin -irk

r<lc	0	k	0	I
-NT

2

(A-28)
,s

Finally, substituting (A-28) into (A-27) gives the desired result

S m(f) = Sp(f) Sa(f)	 ( A -29)	
i

where Sp(f) is still given by (A-16) and Sa(f) is defined by

(A-30)

4
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Comparing (A-30) with (A-17) we notice, not surprisingly, that the only

w	 difference between the two is that the periodicity of the correlation function

caused by the cyclostationary behavior of the sequence {an } must be

"averaged out" before taking the discrete Fourier transform.

P y.

Power Spectral Density of a Synchronous Data Stream Generated by a Binary,

Nonzero Mean, Cyclostationary Sequence

When the generating sequence {an} is not zero mean, then the spectrum

of the corresponding synchronous data stream will have a discrete component

in addition to the customary continuous component. An example of a situation

where this tight occur is at the output of a convolutional encoder whose input

is random but not-equiprobable binary data. The procedure for handling this

case is as follows:

Define the zero mean cyclostationary sequence {An } by

An = an - an	(A-31)

which has the properties

A =0n

An Ain =RA (n m - n)

^	 (A_32)

r
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Then, using the results of the previous section, the continuous component of

the power spectrum Sc (f) for a synchronous data stream generated by {an} is

given by

Sc (f) = Sp(f ) SA (f) (A-33)

where again Sp(f) is defined in (A-16) and

N
SA_(f) _	N E RA (n ; Q) e - J2^;f QT	 (A-34)?

	

f=-COn=l

The discrete spectral component Sd (f) is found from

a

?- Sd(f) _ 6;7	 an a m p (t - nT) p (t + 7' - mT)>	(A-35)
n m

Making use of the Fourier transform relation of (A-6) gives the alternate form

S (f) = f r r a c"j27rynT a-- e-j27rfmT 
p ( y) 1'''` (f) leJZ'^(y+f)t\ dyd	J L.^ L1 n	 m

y n m

(A-36)



Since by assumption a
n and a

m are both periodic with period N, then analogous
to ( A-26)

i

l N

a e-j'LnynT =	j2ynT 1	 lc l
n	

an e-
NT	8 \

y
 

NT Inn=1k

N
am ej2TrfmT =
	a e -12TrymT- 1	d f - E	lc

m	 NT	NT)m	 m=l	 k

(A-37)

Substituting (A-37) in (A-36) and integrating on y yields after simplification

N
1Sd(f) = NT	8 1

f NT)	
a e-j2'Tmk/N

m
k	 m=1 

N

x NT L^ P 1NT/ P_: ( NT	
n e-J2nn2/N ej27r(k+2)t/NT_

	)I: a

n_1

<A-38)

Performing- the time average over the eriod NTp	gives as before

i	 /ej27r(k+f )t/NT	= sin Tr(k + ,D,) _	
1	P -k

\ Tr(k + (A -39)
0	otherwise

a

I_..;

g
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Finally, substituting (A-39) into (A-38), and recalling that ` P(f)l' 2 is an even

function of f, gives the desired result

N

	

(f) = 1 )2	
k) 2	a e-j2srmk/N

d	(NT)Z	NT	m
k	 (M=l

N
x	a ej27rnk/N a f- k

n=1 
n( NT

(A-40)

Note that when 
I 
a nj is a WSS sequences (i.e., N = 1), (A-40) reduces to the

familiar result

/	2

Sd (f) _ la^^	 PT 
2 

8 (f T	 (A-41)
T 

k

Examples and Applications

J	I	 As a simple example of a WSS sequence consider a binary, zero mean

Markov source characterized by

Pr 
^an

+ 1 # an} - pt

Pr ^an+1 and
1-pt

r

(A-42)
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The correlation function for such a source is easily shown to be

W
R (f ) _ ( 1 - 2pt) Ie ^	 (A-43)

;

	

Substituting (A-43) into (A-17) gives	 x
x

Sa(f) = 1 + 2 
1: 

(1 - 2pt ) 2 cos 27rfQT	 (A-44)

f=1

From [6; p. 84, Eq. (454), we have that

n'

	

	a cos B - a2 +an+2 cos (n9) _ an+1 cos[(n + 1)0]
a cos k 8

k=1	 1 - 2a cos (nO) + a

(A-45)

which for a< 1 and n- oo becomes

00 a cos k B=k	 a cos 9 - a2	 (A-46)

k=1	 1 - 2a cos 8 + a2

Furthermore,

2

+?	a  cos k B=	1- a
	

2	 (A-47)
k =l	 1 - 2a cos B+ a
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Applying (A-47) to (A-44) with a = 1 -2p t and 0 = 2zrfT, immediately gives the

desired result

2p, )2

Sa (f) 	 2
1 + (1 - 2pt ) - 2 (1 - 2pt ) cos 27rfT

Opt ( 1 - pt/

2 ( 1 2p
t) (1- cos 2arf T)+4p t 2

(A-48) i
i

Furthermore, 'if the data stream generated by this sequence uses rectangular

pulses, i. e.

1	0	t 
P(t) _	 (A-49)

_0 ;	otherwise
w

then, using (A-16) and (A-48)

This result has previously been obtained by the author using the more complex

approach found in (Ref. 4; Chap. 1) and also by others (Ref. 7).
,'	µ

y_

4

f
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As a second exannple, consider the sequence formed by interleaving N

independent first order Ma . rkov sources with respective transition

probabilities pt	n 1 , 2, ... Then, the resulting sequence is
n

cyclostationary with correlation function

F

i ICI

lI - 2pt l N 	0, :EN, *2N,	.
n/

0	all other integer i

The power spectral density Sa(f) of (A-30) is computed as (letting I = kN,

k = 0, t1, f2, . )

N

	

S-(f) = 1	 1 2
pt 

Ikl e-j27rfkNT

n=1 k
n !

N
oo

= N	1 +2 ^ {1 - 2pt^ k
 cos 27rfkNT

n=1	k=1^1
(A-52)

Noticing the similarity between (A-44) and (A-52) (for fixed n), we can

immediately write down the result

N	 4pt 1 _ pt

	

(	1

r	 1	 n \	n/	Sa(f) _ N	 2	(A-53)
n=1 2 (1 - 2pt ) (1 - cos 27rfNT) + 4pt

1n n
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APPENDIX B

COSTAS LOOP TRACKING PERFORMANCE. FOR A CONVOLUTIONALLY

ENCODED SUPPRESSED CARRIER INPUT MODULATION

.:

In this appendix, we derive the tracking performance of a Costas loop

demodulator of a suppressed carrier input where the modulation is a random

pulse stream with convolutionally encoded symbols. In particular, a closed

form expression will be obtained for mean-square tracking jitter (or equiva-

lently loop squaring loss) corresponding to the case where' the loop arm filters

are of the single pole RC type, and the data modulation is generated by the opti-

mum rate 1/4, constraint length 3 correlated 'convolutional code [ see (33)] .

Without going into great detail, it is well known [8] that for a random

pulse train [such as that characterized by (A-2)] plus additive white Gaussian

noise input to a Costas'loop, its (linear region) mean-square phase tracking

jitter (-202 is characterized by the expression

2	l	 (B-1)
T2$ L

where* p = S/N0 BL is the equivalent linear loop signal -to -noise ratio and 99L

is the so-called "squaring loss" which is a degrading factor caused by the

multiplication of in-phase and quadrature signal plus noise terms in the loop's

third multiplier. More specifically, the squaring loss factor depends on the

input modulation power spectrum Sm(f) and the arm filter transfer function

G(j2Trf) through the relationship
z

F

k

Here, S denotes the average signal power, No denotes the single-sided noise
spectral dens qty, and BL denotes the single-sided loop bandwidth.	 1

7?
t:



CO

B	f CO

 iG(j2Trf) 12 df
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(B -6)
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00

Dm	

CO 

S m (f) I C;(j2TTf) 1 2 df	 (B-3)

K L is a constant dependent only on the filter type and is defined by

fCM IG(j  2 Tr f) 4 df

K L	
0	

(B-4)

G 	2 df 
-CO

K D is a constant dependent on both the ban, eband data power spectrum and the

filter type, i.e.

CO

S 

M ( f) G(j 2 Trf) 4 df

KD	CO

f-M	 (B-5)

	

fCO 

S m(f) G(jzTrf)	df

and B.I denotes the two-sided noise bandwidth of the arm filter G(j2Trf), i. e. ,



Furthermore, Rd 6 ST/N0 denotes the data (symbol) signal-to-noise ratio.

For single pole RC arm filters characterized by

I•
G(2Trf) I2 =	1	

2	

(B-7)

1 + f£

KL = 1/2 and the 3 dB cutoff frequency f c is related to the two-sided noise band-

width B i by B i = nfc . Thus, (B-2) simplifies to

D 2m
L

	

	Trf T	 (B-8)

KD Dm + 4Rd

In order to simplify (B-8) any further, we must specify the spectrum of

the data modulation or equivalently the statistics of the data symbol sequence.

For the optimum rate 1/4, constraint length 3 convolutional code, we have from

(22) and (34) that

2	 r
Sm(f) _ T s fTT	{1 + 2 [2 cos 2TrfT + cos 4TrfT] }	(B-9)

Substituting (B-7) and (B-9) into (B-3) and (B-5) yields :after much
r.

simplification

VMe Y

-27rf T	-27rf T 2
Dm	1 2 Trf T 1 -- e	

c	
+ 1- e	c (B-10)

c	 4Trf Tc

4Trf T 
2

1-e	c
+	16TrfcT

Note that Sm(f) is used here rather than Sc(f) as in (22) since the modulation
power spectrum in this case contains only a continuous component.

79



-2TTf^T
3 - ( 3 + 27rfcT ) e

K  Dm = 1 -	47rfcT	 (B-11)

'	-2Trf T
+ 1- ec4- -4 (3+4Trf

4cT)e-2nf Tc

c

-4TrfcT	 -4Trf T
1-e31f1c

+	8Trf T	4 4\ 3± 8Trf T 1c e
c

For an uncorrelated rate 1/4, constraint length 3 convolutional code, the

tracking performance results would be equivalent to those of an uncoded data

sequence (except for a frequency scale factor). Thus, (B-1) and (B-9) still

apply with, however, (B-9) through (B-11) replaced by the simpler expressions

 
2Sm( f) _ T	TrfT	 (B-12)

-2Trf T
Dm = 1 - 2 Trf T 1 - e	c	 (B -13 )

C

- 2Trf T
3 - (3 + 2Trf T ) e	c

KD Dm 1 -	4Trf T	 (8-14)
c

Y


